BONNEVILLE ELEMENTARY – SCC MINUTES
DECEMBER 3, 2019

Follow up items:
1. Minutes from November meeting were approved unanimously
2. Reviewed the subcommittees of the SCC and defined the expectations
New items:
1. Ms. Grisley shared statistics from Bonneville testing and the needs assesstment
scores. Bonneville scored 80% achievement and 59% growth. Science profiency is
not calculated for K-2 grade.
a. Other school scores are available on the USBE Site.
b. Analyzing data is easier when comparisons are available.
c. Important to look at growth because you can’t compare student to student.
d. Faculty is looking at PDC trying to decide how to improve growth.
e. Science and math growth come from the money we have spent on science
teacher and math tutoring.
2. Ivan Ho discussed the importance of increasing enrollment to keep budgets. One
way to do this is to market the fact that Bonneville attendance and scores are
usually better or comparable to charter and/or private schools.
3. The hygiene committee will share information on distributing hygiene products to
students.
4. Missy Hardy suggested subcommittees can meet as a group but please note that
everyone on SCC can have input in all subcommittees regardless of which
subcommittee you are assisting with. The google doc containing information and
input on subcommittee remains open and available for additional comments/input.
5. In an effort to meet in groups for subcommittees we ended up all staying together
for input on improving growth and how we make this part of our goals for the Needs
Assessment Committee.
a. Missy Hardy suggested and put together a google doc to brainstorm
questions for a parent survey and a teacher survey. These would be given
anonymously and would be different questions for parents and teachers.
Everyone was asked to give input and feedback on potential survey
questions.
b. Another thing to discuss for our goals is needing more options for the
populations of kids that are between the ELP kids and mainstream kids.
c. Can teachers offer optional homework resources?
d. Whitney suggested having kids run the Bobcat store as a leadership option.
6. The google doc of survey questions will be reviewed at the next SCC meeting.

